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man Research; and Professor Albert Shapero, from Ohio State
University. , '

Gentlemen, we are delighted to welcome you here today. Without
objection, the' entire text of your prepared statements will be in
cluded in the record. We invite you to proceed with the presenta
tion of any or all of your statement, as you see fit. We would like to
begin with you,·.Dr. Mansfield. ' .•. • •M ,

.....[The biographical.sketch-of.Dr. Mansfield follows:]., •..• . '"
)

0'/'"
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STATEMENTS OF.DR. EDWIN MANSFIELD, PROFESSOR OF ECO
NOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF PENl'lSYLVANIA; DR. AARON GELL·
MAN,PRESIDENT, GELLMAN RESEARCH; AND ALBERT SHA
PERO,PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES, OHIO STATE
UNIVERSITY
Dr. MANSFIELD. Thank you very much, Congressman Gore.
I have been asked to describe-very briefly the 'role-and-impor-

· tance of technological innovation in the American economy. .which-.
·is obviously a considerable task, particularly in 10 minutes.

Technological change consists of advances in knowledge concern
ing the industrial, agricultural and medical arts. Such advances

·result in new and improved processes and products as well as new
techniques of organization and management. The fact that techno
logical change plays an important role in permitting and stimulat
ing the growth Of per capita output seems self-evident, but when
one wants to go beyond such bland generalizations to a quantita
tive summary of the contributions of technological change to the
rate of economic growth.:a number of basic difficulties are encoun
tered·.

For one thing, it is hard to separate the effects on econo~ic

growth of technological change from those of investment in Physi
cal capital since, to be used, new technology frequently must .be
embodied in. physical capital, that is, new machines and plant. Nor
can the effects of technological change easily be separated from
those of education since the social returns from increased educa
tion are enhanced by technological change and the rate of techno
logical change is influenced by the extent and nature of society's
investment in education.

Despite these and other problems, economists have tried. to
obtain quantitative measures of the importance of technological
change to American economic growth. For example, Edward Deni
son, formerly of Brookings, and now with the Department of Com
merce, concluded that the advance of knowledge is responsible for
about 40 percent of the total increase in national income per
person employed in the United States during 1929 to 1957.

To quantify the effects of technological innovations on the econo
my, economists have devoted considerable attention to the estima
tion of the social rates of return from technological innovations,
the social rate of return being analogous to the rate of return
earned on a private investment. Specifically, the social rate of
return is the interest rate received by society as a whole from the
investment in a new technology. Of course, there are many prob

.lems in measuring the social rate of return from an investment in
new technology. Nonetheless, assuming that the innovation is basi
cally resource saving in nature, a technique has been devised' to
provide at least rough estimates of an innovation's social rate. of
return. This technique has been used to obtain published estimates
of the social rate of return for about 100 innovations.

The results of these studies, although obviously tentative, seem
to be interesting from the point of view of public policy. First, the
social rates ·of return tend. to be very high indicating that if these
innovations are at all typical, investments in new technology have
paid off handsomely to society at large. For example, one study of
17 industrial innovations, most of which were minor, not major
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I

In conclusion, the early eighties have been a period of reexamin
ation of the American economy. Beset by.extremely high rates of
inflation, high rates of unemployment, deficits in our balance of
trade, basic ~~ructurlll Problems in major industries like steel and
autos, and very low rates of. productivity increase, the American
economy, long the engine on which our people, and to some extent

-other-.peoples ,as .., well",cqqjl;t•.c·<!l,l!J,t·:,IQr"•. mll~eri<!J,_Prggre~§, hll§

···~:~~~~;~f:p~~d;r~~g~eth';~~i~i~s£f~M~aq~eo~~lbB~~¥ifnie~t··"······
the actions taken by our firms and the attitudes of OUr people.

The policies, actions and attitudes required to revitalize the
American economy areof many types. Proper monetary and fiscal
policies are essential. So is proper attention by firms to long-range
objectives and to such apparently mundane matters as quality
control. .In reacting to- our current problems, it is very important
too that policymakers both in the public and private sectors recog
nize the central role played by technology.

As pointed out above, it has been estimated that 40 percent or
more of the long-term increase in output per person employed in
the United States .has been .due to technological change. While
estimates of this sort are subject to many, many limitations, it
certainly is true, that technological change has been responsible for
a substantial share of OUr past productivity growth. Moreover, as
indicated above, the rate of innovation in the United States has an
important influence on the competitiveness of U.S. goods in the
world markets and on our rate of inflation. Thus, there can be
little question concerning the significance of technological innova
tion to the American economy.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Mansfield follows:]
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working conditions.pr~vide~a wide varie~y of,extraordinary new products,

increased the flow of old products, and addedag~~atmany dimensions to the

life ofciurcitizens. At the same t~e,technci16gical change also has its darker

contributed 'to various kiDdsof' air' and water pollution, and;adv'snces in

indu~t~l~l'technoiogyhave' ~om~times resulted in widespreadunempIoyment: in

particul';;.r ~c~~i?atioris"-'andi::oimritiri'ities. Des'pife-'the'many beue ELt.a that ·'society

has reapedfrom'- technologic1.r'charige, ' 'n'Ci one wouldregard'tt as anunal.Ioyed

blessing.

A technological 'lnri~vation i;:defin~d~sthefirst'~cimrnercialintroduction

of new"t:echnology. Res~a:rch ski! de:;'~lopmer;t:' ls' oolya part of 'the proces a

lead'iug tda su6'ces'sfuli'echnolog'ical'innovat'icin. The ffrst part of ttiis process

takes place'in-th~intervalb~tween theestab11shment'of techriicai:feasibility

and the beginning ofcommercilil develcipmentofthe new product or process. This

time interval~ay besubst-alitia:t(~1thotigh it. fs'shorternow than'SO 'years ago).

For example.i.t cl'tenwas about Ii decade for important postwar innovations';1ike

numerical control, freeze-dried food arid integratedciicuits~ The second part

of this process takes pl~ce in thet!me irttervalbetween the'beginning' of

commercial developmerit and the first commercial application of the new process

or product. This time interval contains a numbeiofdistinctstages~-applied

research, preparation 6f product specification, prototype or 'pilot plant

construction, tooling arid'construction'of'manufacturing facilities,-and manufac

turi~ and markeEingstartup; In all, '-this' time interval has often been about

five yeara fo/i~po:i:ta~t post"l'ai" innovations.
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a minor percentag~of ~heincreas~ was due to increases in the amount of

capital ~mp16Yedper worker.

Solow~s measure of the effects aftech-nolggicat change also included the

were excluded, such as increases in education or

improved al.Loc at don of-resources, andv change a Ln-p roduct. jnfx , To-obtain- a

purer measure, Edward,Denisonatteropted. to.!nclude manY_fact?rs-~for_example,

chacgeeiLn-Labor qualityassociate~withincreases in schoo Lfng-c-chat; had been

omitted, .Lur-ge Ly or completely, ': by Solow and others. Since Den Leon.Ia study __ was

relatively comprehensive, it resulted in a lower residual ..tncrease in output;

unexplained by the inputs he included than did Solow. Specifically, Denison

conc~uded that the advanc~,ofknowledge~~histerm for ,the residual--was

respons;ble for about 40 percent of the total increase in national income per

pe r acnremp Loyed during.J929-S7"in "the ,United, .sesces •

4. Rates of Return from Investments in Innovation

To quantify the effects of technological innovations on the economy,

economists have devoted ,considerable attention to the estimation of the social

rates of_~eturn from technological innovations, the social rate of'return

being analogous to the rate of return, earned on a private: i~vestment.

Speci~ically,;~h~_social rate"of return is the interest rate,received,bysociety

as a whole from the investment in anew technOlogy. Of course, there are many

problems in measuring the social,rateofreturn_from an investment in new

technology~ Any innovation, particu~arliamajorone>has effects on many

sectors of the economy, and .Lt obviously is ,yary hard to evaluate and summarize

these effects. Nonetheless, assuming that the innovation is baSically
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5. Innovationand··lnflation

Inflation clearly is one cfthe mos~ serious problems facing~he Amer~can

economy. Via Its effect,on,productivitYi inn~va~i~ntends to reduce infla~ion,

total cost;per hour outp~tper lI,Ollr.:.oflabO}'. rhus ,the

rate of increase of tota! cost per unit, ofo~tput equals tne rate of. increa~e

of total cost"per hour of labor minus the rate of increase of~labqr,produc~

tivity. \If the rate of. increase of labor ,productivity.(i.e., outputp!"r hour

of labor)is"h:Lgh. the rate of increase of total cost per unit of· output wH,l

be muchlower~han the rate of increase of total cost,pe~ hour of labor. ,But

if the-rate of increase"of,labor, productivity is low, the rate of increase of

total cost,plilr:.unit, of output.will be,:,al nl9a;t as g-r:eat as the rat,e of increase

of total cost. per hour, of:,labor.• Of course, Facccr-e o:th~.t: than t~e slowing of

our rate of productiVity growth, have been. major ctilprits responsible fot:·the

exces~ive recent rates ,of inflation in the United States. But"this factor

nonetheless has been an important one.

T~ illustrate how,innovation exerts a restraining:influen~e.on_inflation.

considerpetroleumrefining~ According to a careful study. by John, Enos, the

cost of enough gasoline for 100 ton-mile$ of transportation would have been

$1.47 ~n1955 if the Burton process had still been used., Instead, because of

a number of major, cracking innovations, the actual cos~"was.,on~y26 cents.

Or ~ake the case,of ammonia production. The development and introduction of

large-scale ammon,ia plants,lnthe Sixties .reduc~d thec?st of ammonia by over

20 percent, according ·to SRI International. These,are,n?t isolated cases.

In any Rand D-intensive industry, it is ,relatively easy to find illu~trations

of this sort.

Rh_R~<l. O----R2 __2
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Aithough it is very difficult to measure international differences: in

technOlogical levels,the available evidence Suggests that;the United States

long has been a leader in technology. But in the past 15, or 20 years, the

U. S. ··techno'l?8,ical;>lead-'has"been,reduced-, in;,many __ are as.j.. in,.solIll:!.""ar,eas;" }.,t"np" >~""'i-"

scientists, and managers. Obviously, thiS has had, and will have, an

important effect on our trade position in many major industries. (See

Mansfield at a1. (forthcoming).)

7. Conclusions

In conclUSion, the early 19806 have. been a period ofreexaroination of the

.American economy. Beset by very high rates of inflation; 'highrates-'cif

unemployment',defiQitsinourbalance oftrad'e; basic structural problems in

major industries like steel and autos, ,an~very low rates of productiVity

increase, the American economy, long the engine on which our people (and to

some extent other peoples as well) could count for material progress,.has seemed

to be in trouble. Whether this trouble will prove only temporary ~epends upon

the policies adopted by ,our government~ the actions taken by our firms, and the

attitudes of our people. The policies, actions, and attitudes required to

revitalize the American eConomy are of manY,types. Proper monetary'and fiScal

policies,arees'sential. So is proper attention by firms to longer-range

objectives and to such apparently mundane matters as quality control,

In-reacting to ou~,~urrent problems, it is very importantt~at'policy

makera', both in the pub 1ic"a'nd private sectors, 'recognize the' central role

played by technology. As pointed out above, it hasbeen,estimatedcthat

40 percent: or lIioreof the 10ng""te~m Lncr'eaae 'in output; per person employed in:

the United States has been due, to technological change. Although estimates
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study we are in the process of completing for the Small Business
Administration.

The title of this study is "The Relationship Between Industrial
Concentration and Technological Innovation." It holds that small
firms produce significantly more innovations per employee than do
l,,~ge firms..This is drawn from a. different set of data than had
'previously been used and' supports that hypotheticalabout·the

··•..·.. ······cruCialimportance·of small firms on'a macroeconomic level. ..···
Second, the importance of small firm innovation as m"asured by

technical and economic significance are approximately equal to
those of large firms. Small firms bring their innovations to market
much more rapidly than do large firms. They tend to pass more
rapidly than large firms through this process we call innovation
from ideation or conception on the one hand to market introduc
tion in an arm's length transaction at the other end. In highly
concentrated industries, small firms tend to innovate, to generate
the raw materials and indeed, carry those exploitable raw materi
als forward into innovation more often based on the number of
people employed than do large firms in concentrated industries. In
concentrated industries, the corollary is that larger firms tend t()
innovate below expectation, with "expectation" being defined quite
precisely in the study. . .:

Larger firms in concentrated industries tend to acquire more of
their innovations from other firms than do smaller companies; that
is, large enterprises in concentrated industries more often tend to
acquire the raw materials for their innovations from smaller com
panies, either by acquiring the small enterprise or by licensing or
some other appropriate arrangement.

This leads to a hypothesis that I think is of extreme importance
and which has rarely been advanced; namely, that what is good for
small enterprise, particularly small technological enterprise in the
United States, happens to be good for large enterprise as well.

One of the things which surprises me every time I get involved
in this field is how few large enterprises support small enterprise
explicitly, either through helping Congress understand the problem
or taking explicit actions to support small enterprise themselves. It
is not surprising, for example, that I find Control Data here today.
They are one of the exceptions to the rule. But there should be so
many large enterprises explicitly interested in this that Control
Data's commitment should not be exceptional. I think that is a
very important point. And the situation can be helped by some
actions that Congress might take, which I will come to shortly,

The policy implications of what I just said include several, .of
which here are three. Given the fact that small firms appear to be
more efficient than large firms in the way they use the R. &·.D
funds available to them, since we are finding that small firms
innovate at a higher rate per employee; for example, there is an
indication that funding of small-firm R. & D. is more cost effective
thanIarge-firm R. & D., at least under many circumstances. The
cost effectiveness of investment in small firms is further enhanced
by the fact that innovations seem to be brought to market sooner
than those emanating from larger firms, as I earlier observed.
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funds, whatever-e-that such purchases wherever possible, be carried
out on a performance basis rather than on a design basis. That is,
performance specification purchasing will introduce small enter
prises into markets where they have been effectively barred by the
overreliance on design specifications. I invite you to analyze, in

<terms of Federal procurement, one specific case in point: The
" "FAA'!! method ofprocurement where they rely-in-the high. technol-

......M·~ogy··area···almost··totally· on·' design- specifications.... ·'I'alk.to.. small...
entrepreneurs who would like to respond to FAA~s needs, but can't
meet the design requirements. They could help. FAA move technol

.ogy much further .. than the traditional design-oriented suppliers to
FAA have been able to do.

Mr. SHAMANSKY, Yon are asking us to ask that question? What
do you think? Why is that?

Dr. GELLMAN. I think there are two or three fundamental rea
sons for that. One is that I do not believe most Government agen
cies with substantial resources devoted to buying goods and serv
ices understand the potential of the small enterprise contribution
to efficiency and innovation. I think there is a woeful ignorance of
the differences between small and large enterprises in these set
tings where hardware and software are being acquired. I think this
is true through most of the Federal Establishment and certainly
through the purchasing agencies thereof.

The second is I do not think the process of technological innova
tion, especially on the high-technology side is very much under
stood by public agency officials.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Do you think it is understood in private?
Dr. GELLMAN. It is not well enough understood in private, but a

lot better understood in private than in public. Indeed, one of the
unfortunate things we have found is that in procurement oper
ations and the functions tied to them, such as the engineers that
write the specs and so on, very few people in' the public sector
understand the free enterprise system and how investment deci
sions are made in the private sector. I marvel and blanch at the
same time at how we go on forward with such ignorance rampant
on the part of people with so much purchasing money.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Whose fault is that?
Dr. GELLMAN. I think that is the fault of a succession of adminis

trations.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. How about the market? We are a market-ori

ented society. Don't they have a reason to educate the public, a
responsibility? .

Dr. GELLMAN. Many enterprises serving the public sector have
attempted to explain the process of innovation to all their potential
and actual customers.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. How does that manifest itself?
Dr. GELLMAN. I think it manifests itself in the form of publica

tions, in the form of speeches, in the form of people calling On
procurement and engineering people throughout the Government
establishments to try to explain why you need to do this to get
from here through the process of innovation to there.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. If you say the people have the greatest motiva
tion to do so, the private sector hasn't succeeded in educating, why
would you think that the bureaucracy would be able to?

~,
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incidentally relates to one of the other suggestions that I have that
relates to education.

I will jump to that to save time because it is consistent with your
question. I think there is a role that the government can play with
regard to education for entrepreneurship.ieducation for small en
terprise careers, Let me give you the two things that I think need
to be done in very general terms;
. 'Ori~, Ldo not-believe: that'insecondaryeducation·in-this.country?MO
when children, high schoolers, kids, when young people at that
level of their education are considering what they are going to do
with their lives from a career standpoint, I believe they are not
given sufficient information and sufficient inducement to think
about small enterprise kinds of Careers whereas the large enter
prise kind of career is indeed avanced to them as a possibility.

It is on their menu. The small enterprise career per se is not
very often on the menu at the secondary level. I think there are a .,
number of ways that public education could be induced to deal
with that problem, which is a very low cost problem to solve with a
very high payoff inherent in it.

Second, in terms of education, I believe there should be curricu
lum materials developed to assist certainly in the MBA type envi
ronment but perhaps in undergraduate levels, too, and particularly
in engineering schools-to assist people in understanding the prob
lems of small enterprise and help them recognize those problems
and also point the directions toward solutions.

I don't think we have much in the way of special attention paid
to the management training aspects of small enterprise. I feel this
very strongly. In the private sector, if large companies recognized
their community of interest with small enterprises, I think they
would find it prudent to contribute greatly to reorienting the edu
cation process, through intellectual resources, if not capital.

Another matter that was the second element of the purchasing
issue, I would just like to mention in passing because I do think it
has importance. I don't know how much of it is direct economie
importance but I think it has some psychological importance which
results in economic importance as well.

We have some screwy concepts antitrust-not only laws-that go
against small enterprise in a very important way for certain types
of small enterprise such as consulting and other research-related
firms. Let me be specific. Robinson-Patman is held not to apply to
services. I my consulting firm, which was 20-some people at. the
time we sold our firm to a very large company, our car rental and
hotel bills went down 35 or more percent instantaneously with the
sale. I can assure you that the hotel chains and the auto rental
companies bear more cost in serving us now than they did before
because now they have to look up what the discount structure is
for OUr particular parent, and so forth.

This sort of thing is highly discriminatory against small enter
prise. There ought to be a search through the economy, if you will,
to see where these kinds of nonsensical situations exist and, in fact,
do discriminate against small enterprise-discriminate in a legal.,
sense or in the more relevant sense which is the economic sense.

This sort of volume discounting without economic justification is
unconscionable and it goes on every day. I think it ought to be

b
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that an excuse Or a reason that the private sector usually chooses
not to take up such opportunities? You and I don't know because
we haven't had enough experiments where Government gives up
its proprietary position.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. I am concerned. You had great faith in the
market. I am always told this ma.gi~al thing-called the market is
~()ing tod()th~~~thingsaIJ.d. yon are saying' the'magical thing . i

"-~"doesri'fliave any'im:E!rgy: It is hOt·veryeffective:··················.... ·
Dr. GELLMAN. I think it is effective.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. It isn't effective here. Who is interfering with

it?
Dr. GELLMAN. When the Government takes even nonexclusive

rights to a technology, it is certainly limiting our system's working.
We have a very great faith, generally speaking, in the patent
system. While I don't know whether that faith is warranted or not,
when we take away that sort of protection as a condition of grant
ing an R. & D. contract, which is the usual case, perhaps we don't
let our system workfor us as it could.

By waiving nonexclusive royalty free use, by letting exclusivity
lodge with the R & D.performer, wollid that have the effect we
would like to see? I don't know because we haven't conducted
enough experiments across a broad enough front--

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Isn't it true that sometimes the Government is
able to make an exclusive arrangement based on the willingnes to
exploit it? There is such a possibility.

Dr. GELLMAN. Not much. There are some exceptions.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. There is a precedent that if someone wanted to

market something, they could approach the Government and say I
will do this if you do that,

Dr. GELLMAN. I have been involved in approaching the Govern
ment on those matters many, many times and never with complete
success. The one that comes to mind where we did in fact achieve
something, it took so long that the competitive edge was melted
away. It took 2'/2 to 3 years, as I recall, to get the results you
suggested.

Concluding as quickly as I can, I think we need to recognize also
that the process of innovation is a very complex one consisting of
myriad elements, and that there are many elements in the process
of technological innovation that prevent our small enterprise com
munity from providing for itself and for us all the economic
growth, development and well being that they have the capability
of providing.

In majy cases this is because there are certain elements of the
process of innovation that are particularly difficult barriers for the
small enterprise to climb over. For example, just one example, I
suspect that there is an important role for Government to play,not
so much as subsidizer but as provider for a fee of prototype and
testing services in many fields of endeavor.

In analyses we have done on processes of innovation-specific
outcomes and services, real innovations-we have found in many
cases that prototyping and testing are two very important elements
of the process of innovation that you must get over where the
capital requirements and, indeed, some of the intellectual capital
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between 1965 and 1975 and that the number of businesses in the
national inventory is increasing each year.

Taking various estimates of failure rate into account, it is easy to
reach a number that fits within the previously stated range. Conse
quently, I conclude there is no dearth of entrepreneurship in the
United States:
'Irictdehtally; to underline something. that Dr. Gellman said, the

"'··data''(,re'atrocious. The -only-data-we-have-on-failures..are-provided ., .• "
by Dun & Bradstreet and anybody who has been in business would
hardly base an estimate on that.

The estimates are nonsense. Any way you look at it, .you hear
conventional stories that 90 percent of all new companies fail the
first year and 65 percent fail the third year. These are all based on
the same poor set of data. Even admitting, Dun & Bradstreet
whimpered a little and said nobody was supposed to use them to
estimate these kinds of things.

There is a body of literature based on the reasons for failure
based on the same nonsensical data. All we do know is that IRS
data, in that data, the number has increased significantly.

A side comment, those failure rate numbers broadly believed are
one of the real deterrents to entrepreneurship -because .they are
very convincing that everybody is going to fail before they start.

Furthermore, despite many attempts at showing a drop in inno
vation through such surrogate measures of patents, R. & D. dollars,
degrees issued, number of publications, there is no direct evidence
of a drop in innovation. Measures of innovations are hard to come
by and especially of the many surrogate measures that have been
used to make a point about innovation is easily refuted by other
learned studies. There is a recent article just came out in Business
Horizons that I think does a very good job of reviewing the litera
ture on the subject. I recommend it to anyone who wants to look at
it.

For example, a Business Week article stated as evidence of the
drop in innovation the fact that in 1969 there were 204 new public
licensed technology based companies and the number dropped sig
nificantly in subsequent years.

What they left out was the fact that there were a total of 548
small business public offerings in 1969 and that number dropped to
4 in 1975, because the whole stock market had gone into decline. It
had nothing to do with the innovation, it was just the, matter of
public issues.

If you compare the 204 publicly financed new technical compa
nies to the % million to 1 million new companies formed that year,
you can see it is a trivial number.

Let's go to the subject of venture capital availability. Venture
capital has never been available in any significant quantity for
high-risk items, except in periods of fad or glamorization. If I were
right-right now we have a new-found interest in biologicals. There
are two ads in the last issue of Nature magazine which offers
funding help for any biochemical ideas.

They are just saying, COme to us in Switzerland and New York
and offering funding because there is a new-found, heated-up
market for biologicals and genetics.
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At first we thought this was personal and whimsical. Later on,
we found they did better than most venture capital firms do. Inci
dentally, we were accused that it wasn't even America, it was only
in Texas. I got a doctoral dissertation student and a French student
and had him do it in France.

It was really obvious, because he cried all the way to France,
····Insisting ·that there was no .venture. capital.in...France.J .got..himto .1
· ..··go toFranca-which-is .asdifferentfromTexas..as.can.bee.and.found...

the same kinds of responses. Except for moderate differences, he
cause of local law, the same kinds of people responded in the same
kinds of way to new ventures.

Another thing J must point out is that the venture capital firms
under the best of construction do very few. startups. Stan Pratt,
who keeps track of these events, told me that there were 550
venture capital firms in the United States.

I know Diebold Associates made a studyand found out that they
made about three investments per year, of which less than 10
percent were for startups. That doesn't amount to very much in
terms of new companies.

Again, we did other studies of loan offices because loan offices
play an important role in the early stages of new companies Or
whether the entrepreneur will get the loan as interpreted by the
loan officers in terms of the three Cs, one of which being character.

We took venture capital situations, many of them technical,
young, new and different companies which are the essence of devel
opment, taking them to 200 loan officers in 40 hanks in six States,
and we found tremendous variation. Two loan officers sitting next
to each other, one would make the loan and the other wouldn 't,

Both would say it is the bank's loan policy. The vice presidentof
the bank would say neither was the loan policy of the bank; We
found differences between banks and differences between cities. I
have been involved in a similar study in Columbus and it is as
different from Texas as France. Mr. Shamansky can probably
.attest to that.

Mr. SHAMANSKY.· I can't even recognize what you're saying.
[Laughter.]

Dr. SHAPERO. Again, at the local level, how the local financial
community responds makes all the difference in whether a compa
ny gets started and nurtured in its most critical years. Most of the
attention at the national level on the stock market and on venture
capital firms, is interesting, but ho-hum from the viewpoint of
entrepreneurship in general throughout the country. .

Another point J would like to make is about where the money is
most needed. I call it shovel money but I didn't invent it, though I
wish I had. A very perceptive and astute Canadian venture capital
ist, Burke Brown, in Toronto, has coined that term to describe the
term "shovel money," to describe the moneys required to bring. a
new business notion to the point where it Can be intelligently and
properly responded to by potential sources of capital.

As he puts it, there is money lying in the street, but you need a
shovel to pick it up and it's getting the shovel that's the hardest
problem for the would-be entrepreneur or inventor. He needs sup
port for those activities ordinarily done by staff people in large
corporations, and not very well, incidentally. But they have the
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area. For example, if you look at finance textbooks, there is usually
a half sentence about private.local investors discussed among other
sources of venture capital. Therefore, it is hard put to say explicitly
what should be done, except to say that we must look at how local
people respond and find a way to encourage that investment. In
vention does not only occur in' Boston, the Silicon Valley, or Wash-

,···.·.·,· ...·.... Ington, ... D.C..·.Webave. a.J(\I'ge,'!n4 .... y.erYAj.Y!!'!'Pi~ ...•~0~!!try ..... \Vith.
·....invention...and.potentialentrePreneurship througnoi1t itS lengtll' .and breadth. . -----

Some of the current attempts at policy are defeated ~h,m you
. look at them from the localIevel.Tn our study at Columb~sa: local
investor went through our list ofcompanie~ and their description
and indicated what he'd invest in. We 'then askedlilin policy ques
tions such as, "Sir, if you could roll over your investment, would it
change your decisions?" His answer was very good, "Generally, yes;
specifically, no!' He liked the policy idea in general but when it
came to a specific company the policy wouldn't change his mind
one bit. Helooks at tile specific situation at the local level. Little is
understood about this local response dynamic.

I suggest we have to do something to. tune banking at the local
level. Banking varies tremendously by city and by region, but the
potential in just changing the perceptions of loan officers to where
1 percent of commercial money is shifted toward new and young
companies has more potential in it than lOtimes all the federal
programs that have been funded in the last several years. Tuning
of the existing system has more potential than all new programs
that have to be proven and debugged combined.

We need "shovel" moneys. We have to design programs that are
not as restricted as the one in the National Science Foundation,
which is restricted to very high technology. I suggest that we
encourage the proliferation of such programs not only through
Federal programs, but out to the States and out to communities
using a much broader construct of technology than is. now applied
by NSF. I think this could have tremendous effect and also stops
this regional disproportionate attention on two Or three. areas of
the country,

Finally, just again, whatever programs we have to broaden
should broaden the nature of wrat we call technology. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr: Shapero follows:]

85-834 0-82-3
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S'/l.1ALL BUSINESS. INDEPENDENT INVENTORS AND
EARLY FINANCING FOR NEW'TECHNOLOGY

by

Albert Shapero', Professor
Ohio State Unlvej-sf ty

In thi's testtrnonv.! woutd Hke to contribute. some data~basedideas;somewhat

at,~?ds wit~ w_h,a~appe,ars~obe the,conventi~naIwisdom that American',innova-::

tio~_-::~~~9~_~tre_preneurS_hiP~ave be~n_ d~~Hning',in recen\years ,primarily .. due .. tci:a
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sUbseq~ent:sur:vjval_ and _grow,~h.

F,jrs,Uetme make the following poipt~::: .: ",,:,::

1. 'Ithere-Is Ilttle c08vinci,ng eVid~nceof,a de_cli~,ej~ en-lreprene:ur

ship or innovation in our-country.

2.' iThereisno less, venture capttat avattebte to .lnnovatlve companies

today than ,h~s' been 'available' historically;

3. Capital for company -star t lips comes predominantly from personal

bd'l~c~lsource5'an~:Is ,not' a' function of. suc~ .'hi9hl,::publicj zed

insti~utional sourc~~ as, v~ntur~;~apital,,'ttrmsor ;th~'stoc~ ma~~et.,

1I. P,erh~p~,the mos~, critical ~aPitalg~;~ ,for: invent:~rs,'and ~otE!n~i,al

entre~renE!urs,i:s't?e money;,r~q:ui:~E!d to ,~"Jo,Jh~s:e'thi~~:S(fe~SibiH~:'1
stu~Hes,testin'~'busin,ess~lan~J 'that wHI enable' th~m 'to get ~apital'
fro~"co~'~~ntion-al,so~'~~~s'.

',' " .- ,i ,; ,'"" >~" ': "" ,'",':" , '
5"1bere ts.en lnordtnatejnterest Invhlqh'' techn(),I,o,9Y'IoV,hich te more

-romantic than useful fr~,IlI:th~.natlonal viewpoint.

,--',,<- .'''--,' ': ',':" ':.. ,:,::, "--',:', ,: :,':,.', "'-','
inventory is incre'asing each year. ,Taking various 'estimates offaiIUl"e' rate into

1 Shapero, A" "Numbers that Lie," INC, May 1981 (See attached).

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

(),Xer the pa st-sevet-al y~ars,the rate ocnewcompanv formations has be~n

steadilyirisingin, goodJime,sanqremai ning at, avery high level in'hard times.

The indicators are strong, though ther-e .ar-e no 'valid statistics 'on the number-of

compenyfcrmatlcns or failure's' in' the United, States. 1: Estimates of startups by:

knowledgeable people range from 500,000 to one million startups per-year: We

know tha'i:'th~, I'RS'sh'oviec{"a '~e't~--inc'~~~se or::2;563, 0,00' b:~-sine'sses Inthe

ien years between 1955/and 1975 a'nd that the number of businesses in the national



resources available and charge it to tneir overhead ill terms of
feasibility studies, testing, development of market research to get
together the materials that will make a plausible argument that
can be presented to sources of finance. We do have some very
intelligent programs in the Federal Government and I must say
surprisingly so. .

In the National Science Foundation, you're going to hear from
Mr. Roland Tibbetts, and he has an excellent program. There has
been a program funded in the Department of Defense but fighting
a bureaucratic battle because they gave him the authorization but
took away his staff.

These are programs that have been financing the shovel money.
They essentially bring the Government in at the proper point when
.the risks are very high and when the cost is very low. It is a cost
for seed money for these early activities.

The program is so designed that when the risks are down by
.'some feasibility have been demonstrated and the costs are going to
go up, it is then geared to go into the private sector where those
who will gain and profit by it can now put up the money.

So, we have some recognized efforts in this area, but in .general,
this is a .very great lack. There have been attempts. by some agen
cies to put centers in universities 'but not always having been a
university person I'm not very sanguine about universities being
able to find their derriere with both hands with regard to this
activity. There is nothing in the university to prepare it to do this
job.

I would like to make is a few policy suggestions. I think there is
more to innovation than high technology. Rocks do not have spir

·'its. Things do not have a life of their own. Technology has no
meaning without people.

We heard before that the Japanese take much of our technology
and exploit it successfully. I would like to suggest that this is an
example of the romantic and primitive view of innovation. I have
studied entrepreneurs for two decades and I am fascinated by
them; I have seen several companies that started with a hot tech
nological idea that didn't work, but they didn't go out of business..
They are doing something else. They started with an aerospace
contract and now they are making a ski binding; The entrepreneur
ial event is our real source of innovation. No other country in the
world has the number of company formations, the relative number
of companies formed, and the friendly environment to enterpre
neurship in the popular culture outside the universities.

I would like to suggest that we are having our brains beaten in
when it comes to glassware, shoes, production techniques, and that
there is far more to be gained by the development of new methods
of joining metal and cutting metal and new materials than there is
in just such narrow construction of high technology as is popularly
put forth.

.... ..J would lik<; !o wake some policy suggestions, and .1 wishLcould
b", more explicit but the data do not permit. We should consider .

. how to expand and encourage local investment in new ventures'
and not concentrate so much on the national marketplace. The

.: trouble with doing something in this area, however, is that we
know very little about it. There is no interest in research. in this



If I called a company the Columbus Cheese Co., it couldn't get a
hearing from anyone. But if I were to. cail it the Silicon Vailey
Mold Technology Co., which is cheesemaking, I could probably get
BO-to-l price earnings ratio in short order and get ail kinds of
people wanting to take me public.

Historicaily, new technologies have always found it tough. They
are high risk and that makes new ventures have' a hard' time
getting money anyway, but higher technology, which has higher
risk, has a harder time.

Many of us have a perception that there were better days before
because of the "go-go" years of the sixties stock market. Many of us
would like it to return and lots of people are pushing for a return
because they missed their chance the last time and we can still
remember it.

However, if you look back into the way aircraft were financed
and the way automobiles were financed, you found a fad fetish
with the aircraft industry. The aircraft industry was hard put to
get public moneys until 1927 after Lindbergh flew .the channel.

There was a popular interest in aircraft and the stock market
was heating up on its way to 1929. Then they got support.

Automobiles had a tougher time. They forced their dealers to
finance them. They got up-front money from dealers so the auto
mobile industry could get its financing. There has )ilways been a
hard time for new technology.

So today is not much different. How one removes the risk from
it; except through Government guarantee, and I don't advocate
that, because we will mask bad from good technologies. Today what
is current, is a question.

The next point I would like to make and I think it's probably-one
of the more important points I can make, is that no venture
support is essentiaily local.

Every study that's been made, and there aren't many, of how
new ventures get their funds, new startups, shows that 99.9-some
thing percent of ail new ventures get their money from personal
savings, personal borrowing, at the bank, family and friends, and
what we used to call when I was at the University of Texas, good
old boys, local people of wealth who invest in the business.

I would like' to add the following.. We did studies, and I think
they must be among the only studies-e-I had some .of my students
working On a dissertation of how local people responded to new and
different companies. We took investment situations to private .in
vestors to two cities in Texas.

They were in the same social cultural milieu, in the same eco
nomic region, in Austin and Waco. One city had grown, one city
had not. One city had lost population. We found how local people
would invest.

Interestingly, we found significant differences between the way
p"'~?ple invest .i~ the cities th",tgr2~versus th", .cities th.at didn't

,.w gr2w. What wef2und was that private individuals i~vest in. a way
that's rational, but not as described in the textbooks. They invest
ed-c-the creturns had to be above a certain threshold. and they
invested after they looked at the person and the deal and the
subject matter of the company. They had to like both of them.

\.



required is not practical or possible for a small enterprise to accu
mulate and exploit a sufficient percentage of the time.

I would think without anticompetitive effects, there are mecha
nisms that could be employed by the Government that would
return to the Government any expenses it might incur while still
encouraging quite dramatically small enterprise exploitation of
what we call technological possibilities.

I am prepared to conclude at this point. I have many more things
I could say over a much greater length of time but I will forbear.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Thank you, Dr. Gellman. Our next witness is
Prof. Albert Shapero of the Ohio State University which I am
proud to note is in Columbus, Ohio, my home. I have been a
longstanding fan of Dr. Shapero. I am still thinking about all the
issues he raised. It is a great pleasure for 'me to welcome you,
Professor Shapero, to our committee. ,.

Dr. SHAPERO. Thank you very much. This is a pleasant surprise
to be in front of a fellow Columbusite, .

In this testimony, I would like to contribute some data-based
ideas somewhat at odds with what appears to be the congressional
wisdom that states that American innovation and entrepreneur
ship have been declining or are in disarray primarily due to the
lack of venture capital for one thing, as well as many other items
that are brought to bear.

I would also like to suggest at the end of my prepared statement
here some policy directions that I believe could significantly in
crease desirable new company formations and their subsequent
survival and growth in both high technology and other technology
'areas.

First, let me make the following points: First, I think there is
little convincing evidence of a decline of entrepreneurship or inno
vation in our country.

Second, there is no less venture capital available to innovative
companies today than has been available historically. That's not
very comforting but it's not very different.

Third, capital for company startups comes predominantly from
personal and local sources, and is not a function of such highly

-,publicized institutional sources as venture capital firms or the
stock market, which occupies possibly 99 percent of the discussion
in public media circles.

Fourth, perhaps the most critical gap for inventors and potential
entrepreneurs is the money required to do those things, such as
feasibility studies, testing and business plans, that will enable them
to get capital from conventional sources. There is an inordinate
interest in high technology which is more romantic than useful
from the national viewpoint.

Over the past several years, the rate of new company formations
has been steadily rising in good times, remaining at a very high
level though flattening, in hard times, such as today, when interest

..Xllct'ilS ..and . inflation are high. Th'il. imU!;atoJ;'sate.stJ;'oIl.K lhollgh .
. ther<~ are no valid statistics on thenumberof companyformations

'or failures in the United States. .
Estimates of startups by knowledgeable people range from. a half

million to 1 million startups a year. We do know that the IRS
showed a net increase of over 2 '12 million businesses in the 10 years
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stopped even though I am currently the beneficiary of thatdiscrim
ination. That is a purchasing sort of problem of the more mundane
sort.

A more thorny problem for the public sector to deal with relates
to the small R. & D. firm. I am not convinced that the public is
well served or the economic development of. this country. is .welL
served by the U.S. Government's funding so heavily enterprises
that do research and development and only research and develop
ment.

I am not sure we are ill served, I just don't know.
But then again, nobody else appears to know, either. Probably

there is much talent, entrepreneurial talent, locked up in these
small R. & D. firms-talent which is sufficient to get them to the
marketplace with an R. & D. result other than a research report.
The only goal for them now is an intermediate product-an R. & D.
report. I am not sure that anybody's interest is well served if we
overuse talented, high-technology enterprises to produce only
R. & D. results which when, delivered to the Government customer,
mayor may not be exploited in the marketplace.

Such firms that have no commitment to go to the market in.
exploiting their promising R. & D. results, it seems to me, are the
sound of one hand clapping: they don't do much for the economy.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Excuse me; Doctor. You are eluding me here.
Maybe I don't have enough business background. You have R. & D.
firms who have contracts to do what?

Dr. GELLMAN. Produce R. & D. results.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. FOr whom?
Dr. GELLMAN. Government primarily.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Why does the Government ask them to do it?
Dr. GELLMAN. The Government defines an R. &D. need.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. You mean to say someone in the Government

has an idea they want an R. & D. result on with no end product
except the mere existence of the R. & D. report?

Dr. GELLMAN. That has happened.
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Is that the norm?
Dr. GELLMAN. I would say when theR. & D. contract is let, when

the procurement of the report cycle is started, there is usually in
mind a specific technique for producing a product or service that
gets to some market.

But more often than not, I think it is fair to say, the post R. & D.
report activities are thwarted or are exploited very slowly and
indeed, we don't get much as a country out of R. & D. results of
this sort.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Aren't those things available to the public?
Dr. GELLMAN. Yes; but you have another set of problems like

exclusivity. When the Government pays for the study, it obtains
either exclusive or nonexclusive rights to the technology and there
are problems for entrepreneurs who might want to exploit the

......... .technology..
,Mr. SHAMANSKY.. Wouldn't that be a.marvelous.opportunity.for

some entrepreneurs to get that stuff and do something with it?
Dr. GELLMAN. I agree. What you are saying is we need to know

how much of a barrier it is, in fact, that the Government maintains
at least nonexclusive, royalty free use to R. & D. that it sponsors. Is
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Dr. GELLMAN. I have never served as a Federal employee except

in uniform and that certainly didn't prepare me to answer this
question from personal observation. But I do believe that one of the
roles that the Small Business Administration should have been
playing and I think has played very little is in fact to educate
government procurement people withregard to theeffective.ibene
ficial use of their purchasing power-for example how much more
they can get out of a dollar with small enterprizes compared with
large in many areas. FAA happens to be one I am reasonably
familiar with but there are others I am sure.

I think the SBAcould have done and indeed should be doing a
somewhat more effective job in making small. business efficiency,
as it were, better known and better understood in the Federal
procurement establishment. ,

I also believe that private industry warrants criticism being
.hurled at it. Indeed, however, it should be clear. that where design
specifications are employed primarily as the procurement tech
nique, the large entrenched firm really cannot have much interest
in educating the procurement people to the power of the perform
ance specification to bring competitors in against itself.

So, I on further reflection, I donot expect that large, entrenched
enterprises are, very often going to try to educate public procure
ment people.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. You can apply that analogy to the automobile
industry; can't you?

Dr. GELLMAN. I suppose so. I believe that is probably a good
analogy. I would have to think about it some more. But it seems
sensible to me. By the way, this business of design and perform
ance specifications is not nearly as well understood as .it ought to
be in any sense, in my judgment. There is no burden ofproof that
a design specification should not be used and a performance specifi
cation should be used, either explicitly or implicitly, in public
procurement or in private procurement in most companies, either.

I think, however, that the performance spec is a very powerful
tool to improve. the innovative performance of the American econo
my which has special relevance. here given the very substantial
amount of funds that are in the hands of government.for purchas
ing purposes in the United States;

Mr. SHAMANSKY. You are flanked by two academics. Are you
satisfied that the business schools are doing their share?

Dr .. GELLMAN. I should. warn you, sir, that I am an adjunct
professor at the Wharton School at Pennsylvania.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Since we have a panel of three academics, what
are you guys doing?

Dr. GELLMAN. Earlier I referred to Professor Schumpeter who
was an academic; he cried in the wilderness about much of this as
far as the private sector is concerned for many decades. I think the
academic community has too few people who understand the proc-

.•.• "•••~§§QfinllQvl:\tiQn,tQQ.Butthe.few.aret:odng;;."..~.. ••.. .....'
:·,:Mr. SHAMANSKy.I know the gentleman on your left. 1 know he
knows. . .

Dr. GELLMAN. Yes. I have known him for a long time. I know he
. knows for two reasons, not the least of which is the fact he has
been out there in the real world. I think it is important, and .It



R. & D. in concentrated industries should be directed to smaller
firms where the economic performance appears far better than the
that of the larger firms.

Now, with time short, I would like to make a couple of general
points and then four specific suggestions for improving the environ
ment for small, high-technology enterprises. You. have perhaps
Iloted that I use the term "small enterprise," more often than
"small business". The reason is that I believe we have come to see
the term "small business" applied to what we consider manufactur
ing and distribution-type firms. By "enterprise," I think we want to
convey two things in addition to that: First, small agricultural,
enterprises which are not often thought of as businesses though
they are indeed that, and second, the small public enterprise, the
small airport, the small hospital. Our country is increasingly find-
ing itself reliant on public enterprise and among the public enter-
prises are a growing number of small public enterprises. I think we
ought to recognize that many of the problems small public enter-
prise faces are not unlike those of small private enterprise,

I think we need to have a much broader understanding, also,
that innovation that is "high technology," that is R. & D.-intensive,
often requires the support of small enterprises that may not them
selves be R. & D.-intensive. There are many services to be provided
in support of high-technology innovation that small enterprises are
especially well-equipped to provide. In additien, there are small
enterprises-that, in support of high-technology innovation, can pro
duce support or service activities that are not very technological at
base under any definition.

So, we want to recognize the complexity of the process of innova
tion and indeed the support that small enterprise can provide all
along the line and in all degrees of technology intensity.

Let me return to one point that I made before, adding one more
point, namely, that there is a community of interest between small
and large enterprise in this country and that it exists and has been
demonstrated repeatedly. One of the most interesting ways to see
this is by looking at certain industries and considering that each
industry has a certain amount of preeminence, let us call it, and a
certain amount of predominance in world markets.

By "preeminence," I mean to convey the intellectual capability
to address the market and by "predominance," I mean basically
share of the market enjoyed. Much research suggests that small
enterprise is often more efficient in the exploitation of technology
but that larger enterprises are more efficient in exploiting some
markets which need such technology. We need to maintain preemi
nence in many fields where we also want to be predominant. It is
possible to separate the two and we must do so to develop the
proper public policy conclusions. Among such conclusions is that
small and large firms may often have to work together in vertical
arrangements in terms of the process of innovation in order for
both to be successful and for U.S. preeminence and predominance
lo'oeestiiblishediirid maiIl£iiiIled:'+ ,,,
''''LetIlie conclude by makingseveral specific suggestions.' One
the most powerful things, it seems to me, that can be done to
support high-technology small enterprises is to require that pur
chases made with Government funds, with Federal funds, State
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of this so~t are subject to many limitations, it certainly is true that

technological change has been: responsible for a substantial share of our past

productivity growth • .Moreover , as indicated. above, the rate of innovation in
t

the United, States has an important influence on the competitiveness oiU.S.

goods in world markets 'and on our rate of inflation. Thus, there-can be-little

question concerning the' significance of technological, innovation to the

.American economy.
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Mr. GORE. Thank you for that fascinating overview, Dr. Mans
field.

The subcommittee considers you one of the two leading experts
in this field. Weare delighted to have you here.

Dr. Gellman, we would like to hear from you next. You have
been looking at this issue at least since 1967. We ar.e most honored
to have you with us on this occasion: .

Dr. GELLMAN. 'I'hank. you very much, Mr. Gore. It is a pleasure
to be here. I think there is ample evidenceto advance with some
vigor the hypothetical that small enterprise is very important in
general to economic well-being and development in the United
States and thathigh technology or technology-rich.small enterprise
has a very special place, special role to play. Indeed, Professor
Mansfield set the stage very well for that observation,

We can go pack to Schumpeter, the famous economist; or even
further. Joseph Schumpeter spoke eloquently about the "rise of
new men" and he spoke of inventors and entrepreneurs when he
used that phrase. It is difficult to imagine. that there was ever a
more important period in American history to encourage the use of
such new men than there is today.

One of the tragedies of our times in terms of small enterprise is
the lack of data to tell us with the required precision what the role
of small enterprise in high technology is in the United States. Part
of the tragedy-or one of the reasons that I consider it to be a

······f[a~lltBaffc~~]~·~~~Ed:\'ca~J~~~e~~ftt~~~a[,¥if*s~Jf~fiM\\d···
that which we already have. As an illustration of that point, and
also to indicate in another way, and I think a new way, the
importance of small high-technology enterprise, I would just share
with you a few conclusions that will be published very soon from a
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6. Innovation and U.S. Competitiveness in World Markets

Besides affecting productivity and economic growth, as well as the rate

of inflation, technologicalinnovat:loninfluences ho'w competitive American firms ,

are in world markets. Althougheconoiliisl:s have been a:ware for over a century

that technological change;ls one determinant 'of the nature and size of':a

country'~ imports arid exports,the'rehas beeudncre as Ing emphasiS on ,this

factor in the--pasflOor 15'years. Both from 'esse s ttud Leavandvs t.at.Ls t Lca l,

analyses, economists have found that U.S. industries that spend relatively large

amounts on Rand D- are the..ones that lead in manufactured exports, foreign

direct investment and liceriSing; Needless to say,there:is anenorfuous amount

that reinainsto be 'learned C:oncerningihe relationship between technological

change: and our, foreIgn 'trade. But t.hecavaf.Lab Le evidence 'seems to suggest

that technological innovation has~had a:major LnfLuenee on~.American expo'r t s ,

receiptsfioo:i Lf.ceriaes , anddirec.t investmerit o.broad~

In many areas where we "have a favorable balance of trade, ourcowparative

advantage Seems to be based on a technological edg~; Iri Rand D-intensive

manufacturing industries, such' as nonelectric 'machinery, aircraft·, chemicals,

electricalequipment,and instruments,'the United'States has'maintained a

favorable balance of trade for many years. On the other hand,ih riori-R and D
-,

intensive manufacturing ind~stries, the United States:has experienced a very

large negative trade balarice'in the past decade. ~f courSe; many factors--

such as exchange rates, 'tariffS, quotas, and the: aggressiveness and effective~

ness with whichflrins try to mark~t their products abroaci~-irifiuence'our trade

position. But there seems to-be widespread agreemerit amohg economistS and

others that' the role of technology in U. S. foreign t-r-ade is important.
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eeseuece-sevtcg in nature; '8 technique has been devise-dto provide at least

rough estimateS of an innovation's social rate of return. This technique has

been'use-dto obtain published estimates'of,t:he social 'rate-of return for about

100 innovations,

The results ofthese's[udies,althoUgh'obviously te~tative, seeeivto-be

interesting from the point of view of public 'policy; 'First, the social rates

of return:terid- to-be very"'high;;'indicating- thae , 'if~"these""irinovatioris'are' at' all

typical'j'investinents in new-technology have paid off 'handsomely t6societ.y'ai:

La'rge , For example, oneistnrdy 'of 17 industrial:innovati6iis';-iIlostofwhich were

minor, not major'ioi.pr6vements--f6und that: the median social rate of ret::urn:from

the investments in these innovations exceeded 50 percent. Second,the 'private

rates of return from investments in neW'technology seem to be lower than 'the

social rate of return. For'example,among thel7 innovations cited above,the

median private rate of return was 'about, 25 percent . Third; in'iiliout30percent

of the cases in,this sample, the private rate of retur~was so low that no firm,

with the advantage of hindsight, would have invested in the innovation, but the

social rate of returnfr6in the innovation 'was so high that , from society 's

point of view; the investment was well worthwhile; Although thisevldence is

very limited'and by'nomeans unambiguous, it seems to suggest that there 'may

be an unde r Lnve.stmenc. in:'certain areaa-or civilian technology. Obviously';

however ,the svailsb Le' data. are too sparseto::(ndicatewhere the 'shortfall";';; , 

1£-,one exists"';is greatest, but for what it .may be worth, the gap between

private and social, rates of return seems' to be'rela.tivelY-largefor more

important innovations and for the ihn6vstiQnsthatcan be imitated relatively

cheaply by competitors; (See Mansfield etal; (l977)~)
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3. Technological Change and Economic Growth

Technological change consists of advances in knowledge concerning the

indu~trial."agricultural,a~dm~di~al arts. Such.adva~ces result in new and

improved processes and pnoduc t s , as well as new techniques of organization and

management. The fact that technological change plays an important role in

permitting and stimulating the_grow~hof pe~capit~9utp~t seems self-evident.

But~hen one wants~ogobeyond~uch~land gener~~izatio?s to a quantit~tive

summary 0; ,the contribution of technological ch~nge,to the rate of economic

growth, a number of basic difficulties are encountered. For one thing, it is

hard- to separate the ef~ects orr economtc growtll of technological change from

those of investment in physical capital, since, to beu~ed, new technology

frequently must be embodied in physical capital--new machines and plant. For

e~amp1e, anumeri~ally ~ontrolledmachine tool_(~r control mechanism) must be

built to take f~ll adva~tage of some of the advances in the technologr related

to machine tools. Nor ,can theeffects,of technological change easily be

separated from those of education, since the social returqs from increased

education are enhanced by technological change, and the rate of technological

change is influenced by the extent and nature of society's investment in education.

Despite these and otherprobl~ms, economists have tried to ·ob~ain quanti

tativemeasureS of the importance of technological change in American economic

growth. I~:aseminal ~rtic1e published in 1957, Robert Solow attempted to

estimate the rate of technological change int~e nonfarm U.S. economy from 1909

to 1949. His .findings indicated.that, for the period as a whol~,_ the average

rate of technological change was about 1.5 percen~per year. Based on these

findings, he concluded that about 90 percent of the increase in output per

capita during that period was attributable to technological change, whereas only
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;THEAMERICANECPNOMY

,~esti~ony~efore the Committee onS~ience and Technology.
U.S. House of Representatives, July 21, 1981

Edwln:Mansfield_:,_
uni~~rsityofPennsylv~~ia

l~ Introduction

I, have -been asked to" de sc.r Ibeove'ry briefly the role 'and:-imp9rtance::of

techno,logical'innovationin t,he Aine~ic'~~ ~~;;~6my. To begin with';::' 1/U: de,fine

t echno Logyiand mnovac Ion, Then Illl"try~o indicate .thevreLat.Lcnehdps betwe,en

technological innovation, one, hand; arid

. gi:"owth, inflation; rate, and internatioI)Al',coJIipetitiv~ne,~s, on the .cchar ,

2~ technological Change and Innovation

.' " " -
TechnQlogY,consistsof society's poo~- of knowledge concerning industrial,

agricultural, and:medica~arts. It'ism~~euPClf:kn?wledgeconcerning physi~al

and social phen~mena,knowledge regaidingthe application of basic' principles to

practical- work, and knowledge o_t:therulesof:- thumb of practitioners,:,and

craftsmen. Although the distinction between' sc Lence and.::-i:echnoiogY:is 'i.w.rei::ise:;

it is important. Science'_:;is;aiI;led at uuder-at and tcg , whereas'. technology is:aimed

at use. Changes in technology often take place as a consequence of inventions

that depend on no new scientific principles. Indeed, until the middle of the

nineteenth century, there was only a loose connection between science and

technology. However, in recent years, technology has come to be much more

closely intertwined with science.

The fundamental and widespread effects of technological change are obvious.

Technological change has permitted the reduction of working hours, improved
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improvements, found that the median social rate of return from
the investments in these innovations exceeded 50 percent

Second, the private rates of return from investments in new
technology-in other words, the rate of return to the innovators, to
the firms that put up the money for the innovations-seem to be
lower than the social rate of return. For example, among the 17
innovations cited above, the median private rate of return was
about 25 percent.

Third, in about 30 percent of the cases in this sample, the private
rate of return was so low that no firm with the advantage of
hindsight would have invested in the innovation. But the social
rate of return from the innovation was so high that from society's
point of view, the investment was well worthwhile. Although this
evidence is very limited and by no means unambiguous, it seems to
suggest that there may be an underinvestment in certain areas of
civilian technology.

Letme turn to inflation, which is clearly one of the most serious
problems facing the American economy. Via its effect on productiv
ity, innovation tends to reduce inflation at least in the medium and
long run. Total c()st per unit ofoutput equals total cost perh()u:r, of
Iabor divided by output per hour of labor. Thus, the rate of in
crease of total cost per unit of output equals the rate of increase of
.total cost per hour; of labor minus the rate of increase of labor
productivity. This is merely an identity. If the rate of increase of
labor productivity-e-that is,outputper hour of labor-is high, the
rate of increase of total cost per unit of output will be much lower
than the rate of increase of total cost per hour of labor. But if the
rate of increase of labor productivity is low, the rate of increase of
total cost per unit of output will be almost as great as the rate of
increase of total cost per hour of labor.

Now, this exercise in arithmetic is of some importance in under
standing recent inflation. Of course, factors other than the slowing
of our rate of productivity growth have been of major consequences
in accounting for the excessive recent rates of inflation in the
United States. But this factor nonetheless has been an important
one.

Besides affecting productivity and economic growth, as well as
the rate of inflation, technological innovation influences how com
petitive American firms are in world markets. In many areas
where we have a favorable balance of trade, our comparative ad
vantage seems to be based on a technological edge. In R. & D.
intensive manufacturing industries such as nonelectric machinery,
aircraft, chemicals, electrical equipment and instruments, the
United States has maintained a favorable balance of trade for
many years.

On the other hand, in non-R & D. intensive manufacturing
industries, the United States has experienced a very large negative
tI~de balance in. the past decade. Of COurse, many factors such as .. '" ...:
"exc~~nge rates, tarIffs,quotas, and the aggressiveness and effec
-,NEmes" with which firms try to market their products abroad
. influence our trade position. But there seems to be widespread
agreement among economists and others that the role of technol
ogy in UiS, foreign trade is very important.
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This subcommittee has had a longstanding interest in innovation
and I will use, as its latest chairman, every possible means at my
disposal to insure that all unreasonable barriers to innovation are
removed. We must encourage the small, high technology firms and
independent inventors to produce the new technology which will
fuelfhe reindustrialization of America. That is why we .are here
today and this hearing is so timely and vital.

Today we will hear about private programs designed to increase
technological innovation through small, high technology firms and
independent inventors. Tomorrow we will hear from three Federal
agencies, NSF, SBA, and DOE/NBS about their programs to stimu
late innovation.

Today, we will hear from four. panels. The first panel will discuss
the importance of technological innovation to our country and the
role small, high technological. firms and independent inventors
have played despite many barriers that confront them.

Our second panel will discuss the large. corporation/small firm/
independent inventor interface. We are pleased to have Arthur D.
Little, Inc. and Control Data here today as both corporations. are
leading the way to promote innovation.

The third panel consists of two university innovation centers, one
at the Wharton School in the University of Pennsylvania and the
other at Georgia Tech. universities combine the technical and
business skills to assist the inventor and small firm at the earliest
stages of prototype development and market analysis.

The fourth panel consists of two venture capitalists, one repre
senting Technology Partners in Chicago and the other representing
International Technology Resources, Inc..in New York. Most inven
torsand startups rely on their persona) savings, family, friends or
local wealthy investors to finance prototype development. Venture
capital firms generally invest 25-30 percent of their capital in
startups,· but shy away from preprototype funding because it is so
risky. This seed capital is nonetheless important and relatively
new;

As an innovative approach to these hearings on innovation, we
have invited a distinguished panel of inventors and chief executive
officers of high technology firms who are literally on the firing line
to interact with each panel at the conclusion of his oral statement.
It should result in a most informative interchange.

It is my hope that this hearing will form only the overture of a
continuing effort by this committee to spotlight and focus upon
problems and opportunities which surround the returning the
United States to its place among the great innovative nations of
the world. The J effersons and the Edisons are no doubt still among
US. We have only to reach out and rescue them from the regulatory
underbrush and the frantic rush of modern society.

I would like to call upon our ranking minority member, Mr.
Walker.

. ... Mr. W;\.I,KER.Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Lwouldcertainly.Hke.to
gQalong with the statement that you have just-rnadecLthinkjt
represents the kind of thrust that we want these hearings to take. I
have no further statement. I look forward to the hearing. .

Mr. GORE. Our first panel is Dr. Edwin Mansfield, with the
University of Pennsylvania; Dr. Aaron Gellman, president of Gell-
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